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MMG
RIDE-ON POWER SCRUBBER

The high-density polyethylene body encompasses the machine, 
including the squeegee, allowing this power scrubber to 
maneuverer through narrow spaces. The low centre of gravity 
ensures stability while working even on bends or when 
climbing ramps.

The ergonomic design of the MMG allows for the opertor to 
be seated in an upright position with a padded seat providing 
effective back support and adjustable to suit the operator. The 
MMG floor scrubber is ideal for use in commercial spaces, 
warehouses and leisure centres.

NEXT LEVEL COMFORT & CLEANING

The MMG offers a 
new level of operator 
comfort. With the added 
benefit of simple to 
use controls this ride- 
on floor scrubber is 
everything you have 
been looking for. 
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FEATURES 

 º 3-stage vacuum system leaves the floor dry with no risk of slipping

 º Ergonmic design providing unmatched opertor comfort 

 º Automatic battery charger providing faster more convient charging

 º Energy saving technology reduces energy consumption by up to 35% 

 º Impressive noise cancelling technology allowing for operstion in sensitive areas

 º Traction control provides ability to maintain a constant speed when travelling downhill, preventing sudden 
increases in speed caused by gravity

 º Inovative Start&Stop technology turns the machine off when idling reducingcosts and emissions, 
reactivating when pedal is pressed 

 º Red emergency stop button stops machine immediately when pressed

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS MMG

Cleaning Width 750mm scrub path

Solution/Recover Tank Capacity 110L

Suction Motor 24V 

Brush Speed 150RPM

Brush Pressure 35-100Kg

Power Supply 24V

Battery Charger Automatic battery charger

Weight 408kg

Machine Dimensions 1242 (L) x 881 (W) x 1595 (H)mm


